Public displays may adapt intelligently to the social context, tailoring information on the screen, for example, to the profiles of spectators, their gender or based on their mutual proximity. However, such adaptation decisions should on the one hand match user preferences and on the other maintain the user's trust in the system. A wrong decision can negatively influence the user's acceptance of a system, cause frustration and, as a result, make users abandon the system. In this paper, we propose a trust-based mechanism for automatic decision-making, which is based on Bayesian Networks. We present the process of network construction, initialization with empirical data, and validation. The validation demonstrates that the mechanism generates accurate decisions on adaptation which match user preferences and support user trust.
Introduction
Recent years have brought about a large variety of interactive displays that are installed in many public places. Apart from simply providing information (e.g. news or weather) to people in public places, such as coffee bars or airports, public displays make it possible for passing individuals to view, edit and exchange specific data between each other. While ubiquitous display technologies offer great benefits to users, they also raise a number of challenges. In particular, they might show a behavior that negatively affects user trust.
First, ubiquitous display environments are characterized by high dynamics. People may approach and leave a display at any time requiring the system to permanently adapt to a new situation. Due to the high complexity of the adaptation process, the user may no longer be able to comprehend the rationale behind the system's decisions which may negatively affect the formation of user trust. This echoes the view put forward by Rothrock et al. [1] . According to them, the sudden changes in an adaptive display's user interface (such as displayed content, layout or the used modality) are not always self-explanatory for the users. If they cannot recognize the reason for a system adaptation or if they do not consider the adaptation as plausible given the current situation, user trust can be impaired, which can lead to disuse of the system in the worst case.
Due to sensor technology that has become available in the recent years, interaction with ubiquitous displays is no longer exclusively based on input explicitly provided by a user, http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 for example, by controlling displays with a mobile phone. Instead, systems exploit information that is implicitly given by the context in which an interaction takes place. A typical form of implicit interaction with public displays is enabled by proxemics behaviors, i.e. the interpretation of human body position, orientation, and movement to proactively initiate system reactions [2] . On the one hand, the use of implicitly provided information facilitates human-computer interaction and contributes to its robustness. On the other hand, it raises trust issues with the user because proactive system actions are frequently not understood by the users and limit their control over the system. Furthermore, deficiencies of the underlying sensor technology might cause a rather obscure system behavior. Similar issues were reported by Müller et al. [3] . In interviews with the users of their adaptive digital signage system, which automatically adapts to the assumed interest of an audience, it was revealed that some users had the feeling that the system was presenting randomized information. This shows that the users were no longer able to understand the rationale behind the system's decisions.
Finally, the social setting with the possibility of viewing personalized information in the presence of other people inevitably raises privacy issues. Since public displays are typically shared by several people, personal information for a particular user has to be protected from unwanted views by others, for example, by migrating it to the user's personal device. Otherwise, there would be the risk that people lose trust in such displays and abandon using them. Röcker and colleagues [4] found that users wish to take advantage of large displays in public settings, however, they are worried about the protection of their data. The problem is aggravated by the fact that user typically interact with ubiquitous display environments on an occasional basis without having the possibility to verify the security of the underlying infrastructure.
To sum up, there is an enormous need for sophisticated trust management in ubiquitous display environments in order to ensure that such environments will find acceptance among users. In this paper, we present a decision-theoretic approach to a trust management system for ubiquitous display environments that assesses the user's trust in a system, monitors it during the interaction and applies appropriate measures to maintain trust in critical situations [5] . Such situations arise inter alia when other people enter the user's private space [4] , when the system has to generate presentations based on inaccurate user or context data [6] or when the system's adaptation behavior mismatches the user's expectations [7] .
While most work in the area of computational trust models aims to develop trust metrics that determine on the basis of objective criteria whether a system should be trusted or not, the focus of our work is on trust experienced by a user when interacting with a software system. A system may be robust and secure, but nevertheless be perceived as not very trustworthy by a user, for example, because its behavior appears opaque or hard to control to them. Following the terminology by Castelfranchi and Falcone [8] , our work focuses on the affective forms of trust that are based on the user's appraisal mechanisms. More specifically, our objective is the development of a computational trust model that captures how a system -in this paper an ubiquitous display environment -is perceived by a user while interacting with it.
As a test bed for our research, we employ four prototype applications that have been developed as part of a university-wide display management system. They run on public displays located in public rooms at Augsburg University. They can be operated and http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 assisted by mobile phones. All four applications require sophisticated mechanisms to adapt to various trust-critical events. Some may disclose private information about users, and thus should be able to intelligently adapt to the surrounding social context in order to avoid possible privacy threats. Possible options include the hiding, masking or migration (to a mobile device) of the critical data. Others might allow multiple users to interact simultaneously and thus should open space for new users as they approach, rearranging the current users' content if necessary.
In the rest of the paper, we first discuss related work on increasing the user's trust in ubiquitous display environments by appropriate interface design. After that, we present our model of a trust management system and mechanism for automatic decision-making based on Bayesian Networks (BN). Relying on empirical data gathered in both an online and a live study, we initialize and validate the networks and demonstrate how they can be used to generate adaptation decisions in changing social contexts.
Background and literature review
While research on computational models of trust has become very popular in the area of agent-based society, approaches that model trust as a user experience are rare. This is unsurprising because the psychological aspects of trust are hard to measure directly. In the following, we will first review work on computational models of trust starting from approaches that have been presented for agent-based societies and social networks before we discuss how the concept of trust has been treated in the context of ubiquitous display environments.
Computational models of trust
Much of the original research on trust comes from the humanities. Psychologists and sociologists have tried for a very long time to get a grasp of the inner workings of trust in interpersonal and interorganisational relationships. Other fields, such as economics and computer science, relied on their findings to come up with dedicated models of trust that are adapted to the specific requirements of their domains and the context they are applied to. Since trust is a social phenomenon, it seems to be a promising approach to exploit models that have been developed to characterize trust in human societies as a basis for computational models of trust.
Especially in the area of multi-agent systems, computational models for trust-based decision support have been researched thoroughly. Pioneering work in this area has been conducted by Marsh [9] who modeled trust between distributed software agents as a basis for the agents' cooperation behavior. Computational mechanisms that have been proposed for trust management in agent-based societies include Bayesian Networks [10] , Dempster-Shafer Theory [11] , Hidden-Markov Models [12] , Belief Models [13] , Fuzzy models [8] , game-theoretic approaches [14] or decision trees [15] . There is empirical evidence that the performance of agent-based societies may be improved by incorporating trust models.
While the approaches above focus on trust between software agents, work in the area of social media aims to model trust between human users, see [16] or [17] for a survey investigating trust in social networks. Using algorithmic approaches or machine learning techniques, trust between users is derived from objective observations, such as behavior patterns in social networks. An example includes the work by Adali et al. [18] who http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 assessed trust between two users based on the amount of conversation and the propagation of messages within the Twitter social network. Other approaches derive trust that is given to users from community-based reputation or social feedback, see, for example, the work by Ivanov et al. [19] .
Unlike the above-mentioned approaches, our own research focuses on trust which users experience when interacting with a software system. Most work in this area aims to identify trust dimensions that influence the user's feeling of trust. Trust dimensions that have been researched in the context of internet applications and e-commerce include reliability, dependability, honesty, truthfulness, security, competence, and timeliness, see, for example, the work by Grandison and Sloman [20] or Kini and Choobineh [21] . Tschannen et al. [22] , who are more interested in the sociological aspects of trust, introduce willing vulnerability, benevolence, reliability, competence, honesty, and openness as the constituting facets of trust. Researchers working on adaptive user interfaces consider transparency as a major component of trust, see, for example, the work by Glass et al. [7] . Trust dimensions have formed the basis of many conceptual models of trust. However, incorporating them into a computational model of trust is not a trivial task.
Indeed, computational models that assess trust felt by a user are rare. One of the few approaches in this area includes the work by Yan et al. [23] . Their computational model captures users' trust experience when interacting with mobile applications. In order to present users with appropriate recommendations that help increase the users' trust, they identified various user behaviors that can be monitored by a mobile device in addition to external factors, such as brand impact. The benefits of this approach have been shown by means of simulations. However, the approach has not been embedded in a pervasive environment to control the selection of system actions during an interaction. Since an offline evaluation may provide different results than a more challenging online evaluation with interacting users, the approach presented in this paper has been tested within live studies as well.
Trust management in ubiquitous display environments
Most work that investigates the phenomenon of trust in the context of ubiquitous display environments focuses on privacy issues, i.e. the distribution of private and public data over various displays. Often mobile phones are used as private devices that protect the personal component of interaction from public observation.
Röcker et al. [4] conducted a user study to identify privacy requirements of public display users. Based on the study, they developed a prototype system that automatically detects people entering the private space around a public display using infrared and RFID technology and adapts the information that is visible based on the privacy preferences of the users. An evaluation of the system revealed that privacy protection mechanisms may help increase user trust and thus improve the acceptance of public displays. While the system included mechanisms to enhance the user's privacy, it did not monitor the user's trust into the system during the interaction.
Based on the evaluation of two mobile guides, Graham and Cheverst [6] analyzed several types of mismatch between the users' physical environment and information given on the screen and their influence on the formation of user trust. Examples of mismatches included situations where the system was not able to correctly detect the user's current location or situations where the system conveyed a wrong impression about the accuracy http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 of its descriptions. To help users form trust, Graham and Cheverst suggested to employ different kinds of guide, such as a chaperone, a buddy or a captain, depending on characteristics of the situations, such as accuracy and transparency. For example, the metaphor of a buddy was supposed to be more effective in unstable situations than the chaperone or the captain. However, their guides did not include any adaptation mechanism to maintain user trust in critical situations.
Cao et al. [24] proposed an approach that enabled users to access personalized information in public places through their mobile devices while ensuring their anonymity. The basic idea was to publicly present all information on a display, but to indicate to individual users only which part of the information is relevant to them by sending personal crossmodal cues (such as vibrations) to their mobile devices. In other words, the approach tried to enhance the users' privacy by obscuring the access to personal information to the public. Initial evaluations of the approach focused on usability issues, but not on the question of whether crossmodal cues appropriately address the users' privacy concerns.
All in all, there is a vivid research interest in the design of novel user interfaces for heterogeneous display environments. However, those few approaches that do address the user experience factor of trust in such environments do not attempt to explicitly model the user experience of trust as a prerequisite for a trust management system.
Research design and methodology

Modeling user trust through trust dimensions
Our trust management system is based on trust dimensions that allow us to derive user trust from relevant properties of a computer system. The trust dimensions are extracted from the literature (see Section 'Background and literature review') and our own user studies.
To identify a set of relevant trust dimensions, we conducted interviews with 20 students of computer science who were asked to indicate trust factors of user interfaces that they felt contributed to their assessment of trustworthiness. The choice of the study participants was motivated by the application domain, a university-wide ubiquitous display environment. The most frequent mentions fell into the following categories: comfort of use ("should be easy to handle"), transparency ("I need to understand what is going on"), controllability ("want to use a program without automated updates"), privacy ("should not ask for private information"), reliability ("should run in a stable manner"), security ("should safely transfer data"), credibility ("recommendation of friends") and seriousness ("professional appearance"). Less frequently mentioned trust factors included the visual appeal of a user interface and the brand of its developer.
The interviews gave a first impression on which factors influence the user's trust in a user interface. However, they did not provide any concrete information regarding their relative importance. To acquire more quantitative data, we designed a follow-up study which made use of a setting that was inspired by applications developed in the area of ubiquitous display environments. The setting consisted of a mobile phone and an interactive table. The table served as the central medium for showing and editing multimedia data whereas the mobile phone was used to send data to or receive data from the table. Thereby, the transmission and the point of time of the presentation of the data on the table were trust-critical moments for the user. In order to get a sufficient variety of user http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 ratings, we built a number of prototypes where we manipulated the following variables: self-explainability, transparency, controllability and privacy.
We recruited 20 people of which the majority (16 people) had a background in computer science. Each participant had to perform various tasks for the single prototypes, such as transferring data between the table and the mobile phone. After completing all tasks for a single prototype, the participants had to rate the prototype according to the trust dimensions identified earlier (comfort of use, controllability, transparency, privacy, security, seriousness, credibility and trustworthiness) as well as their emotions (uneasiness, insecurity, irritation and surprise) on a five point Likert scale (from very low to very high).
The participants rated their general trust into software systems with a mean value of 3.10 (STD = 0.79) and their knowledge about secure data transmission with a mean value of 3.5 (STD = 1.05). To measure the degree of relationship between the ratings for trust and the ratings for the trust dimensions, we computed the Pearson product moment correlation coefficients. The test revealed a moderate to high positive correlation between the ratings for trust on the one hand and the ratings for seriousness (r = 0.724), controllability (r = 0.70), security (r = 0.62), privacy (r = 0.61), transparency (r = 0.56) and credibility (r= 0.66) on the other hand. For all items, the correlation was very significant (p = 0.01). The better the ratings for the trust dimensions, the better were also the ratings for trust.
In addition, we observed a moderate positive correlation (r = 0.35) between the users' ratings of their general trust into software and their reported trust into the presented system at the significance level of p = 0.01. We did not did not find any correlation between the user's self assessment of competence and their reported trust into the presented system. As a potential reason, we indicate that the majority of the users had a background in computer science. As a consequence, their self assessment of competence was rather high with a mean value of 4.03 (STD = 0.75).
Finally, our results revealed a moderate negative correlation between trust on the one hand and uneasiness (r = -0.629), insecurity (r = -0.533), irritation (r = -0.484) on the other hand. For all items the correlation was very significant (p = 0.01). We conclude that poor transparency, poor controllability, poor security, poor privacy and poor seriousness result into a loss of trust which in turn leads to a feeling of uneasiness.
Most of the results we obtained were in line with previous studies on the identification of trust factors even though we focused on a different application domain and target group. More information regarding the experiments described here can be found in [25] and [26] .
Building the Bayesian network
As mentioned above, the identified trust dimensions form the basis of our computational trust model. Such a model should account for the following characteristics of trust:
Trust as a subjective concept: There is a consensus that trust is highly subjective. A person who is generally confiding is also more likely to trust a software program. Furthermore, users respond individually to one and the same event. While some users might find it critical if a software asks for personal information, others might not care. We aim at a computational model that is able to represent the subjective nature of trust. http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6
Trust as a non-deterministic concept: The connection between events and trust is inherently non-deterministic. We cannot always be absolutely sure that the user notices a critical event or actually considers such an event as critical. As a consequence, it does not make sense to formulate rules that predict in a deterministic manner which level of trust a user has in a particular situation. A computational model of trust should be able to cope with trust as a non-deterministic concept.
Trust as a multifaceted concept: As shown above, trust is a multi-faceted concept. We therefore aim at a computational model that is able to explicitly represent the relative contribution of the trust dimensions to the assessment of trust. In particular, the model should help us predict the user's level of trust based on dimensions, such as the perceived transparency and controllability of a user interface. Furthermore, the model should allow us to easily add trust dimensions based on new experimental findings.
Trust as a dynamic concept: Trust depends on experience and is subject to change over time. Lumsden [27] distinguishes between immediate trust dimensions and interactionbased trust dimensions. Immediate trust dimensions, such as seriousness, come into effect as soon as a user gets in touch with a software system while interaction-based trust dimensions, such as transparency of system behavior, influence the users' experience of trust during an interaction. To model trust as a dynamic concept, we need to be able to represent how the user's level of trust depends on earlier levels of trust.
We have chosen to model the users' feelings of trust by means of Bayesian Networks. The structure of a Bayesian Network is a directed, acyclic graph in which the nodes represent random variables while the links or arrows connecting nodes describe the direct influence in terms of conditional probabilities (see [28] ).
Bayesian Networks meet the requirements listed above very well: First of all, they allow us to cope with trust as a subjective concept. For example, we may represent the system's uncertain belief about the user's trust by a probability distribution over different levels of trust. Furthermore, the connection between critical events and trust is inherently nondeterministic. For example, we cannot always be absolutely sure that the user notices a critical event at all. It may also happen that a user considers a critical event as rather harmless. Bayesian Networks allow us to make predictions based on conditional probabilities that model how likely the value of the child variable is given the value of the parent variables. For example, we may model how likely it is that the user has a moderate level of trust if the system's behavior is moderately transparent. Furthermore, Bayesian Networks enable us to model the relationship between trust and its dimensions in a rather intuitive manner. For example, it is rather straightforward to model that reduced transparency leads to a decrease of user trust. The exact probabilities are usually difficult to determine. However, we derived the conditional probabilities from the user data we collected both in the study mentioned above, as well as the study described later in Section 'Gathering empirical data'.
In Figure 1 , a Bayesian Network (BN) for modeling trust is shown. For each trust dimension, we introduced a specific node (second layer from the top, shown in blue). Following Lumsden [27] , we distinguish between initial (immediate) and interaction-based trust dimensions. The left part of the network represents the factors influencing the establishment of Initial Trust that arises when a user gets a first impression of a system. Initial Trust consists of the trust dimensions Security, Seriousness and Credibility. Security, for example, could be conveyed by the use of certificates. A system's Seriousness is reflected, for example, by its look-and-feel. Credibility could be supported by additional information, such as a company profile. In this context, we would like to emphasize that trust dimensions may only affect the user's trust if the user is aware of them. For example, high security standards will only have an impact on user trust if the user knows that they exist. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that initial trust dimensions do not change over time. That is, we do not consider the fact that a user might notice references to security certificates only after working with a system over a longer period of time.
To describe the determinants of All of the single trust dimensions are treated as hidden variables that cannot be observed directly, but may be inferred from observable variables. Observable variables describe the current context: Examples include privacy level of data, presence of mobile devices, and social context. The latter reflects the social situation: whether the user is alone or not, how close the users are from the display, what the relationships between the present users are, which gender the users have, etc. Knowing the contextual situation, http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 the BN can be used to estimate the impact that certain actions of the display will have on trust and trust dimensions. The trust dimension Privacy, for example, could be negatively affected by the display of private data in the presence of other people.
In order to use the BN for decision-making, we extended it to an influence diagram. We added the decision node System Action, representing all actions the display could choose to react on context changes and a Utility node that encodes the utilities of all these actions to maintain the user's trust. As an example, let us assume a user wishes to display data on a public display while other people are present. Such a situation could be described by the values of the BN's nodes Social Context and Privacy of Content. These have been determined by sensors or application data and are thus known by the system. The system may now consider three options to cope with the user's request: (1) transferring all data to the public display no matter whether they are private or not, (2) show only the information marked as non-private or (3) asking the user for a confirmation of one of these actions. Considering the example, option (1) may result in serious privacy concerns, option (2) may confuse the users if there is no plausible explanation for the adaptation, and option (3) could be less comfortable to use in a dynamic setting, such as the prototype settings described in this paper. Furthermore, if the system decides in favor of option (1) or (2), the users might perceive the system as less controllable. The arcs between the decision node and the nodes for the five dimensions of trust represent such influences. To choose the adaptation that is most useful for the system in a specific situation, the Utility node computes the utility of all possible actions and their consequences and returns the action with the highest utility. Since the goal of our work is to maintain and maximize user trust, the Utility node is attached to a node representing the User Trust and measures the utility of each single decision in terms of the resulting user trust -a combination of Initial Trust and Interaction-Based Trust.
Methods
Gathering empirical data
In order to be able to generate decisions, the BN needed to be initialized with empirical data. The data was collected through experiments conducted with potential users. The users were confronted with scenarios illustrating different contextual combinations (situations) and possible adaptive reactions of the displays in these situations that differed in the degree of transparency, user control, privacy and comfort of use. To discover which of the system reactions succeeded in maintaining users' trust and which did not, the users had to reflect on their perception of the display reactions in the specific situation and had to give insights into their feelings of trust and the related trust dimensions. The estimations served as a quantitative input for the initialization of the BN.
The collection of empirical data was arranged in two steps: First, an online survey targeting as many users as possible was conducted. This study presented a collection of applications demonstrating various content types typical of modern public displays: social networks, pictures and videos, maps and travel planning, and shopping items. These content types can be frequently found in real life projects [29, 30] as well as in research works [31, 32] . The applications showcased different trust critical situations in which an adaptation was necessary: space conflicts, privacy issues, and migration of data from public to mobile displays. The reason to involve several applications was based on our objective http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 of verifying that the proposed approach works equally (or comparably) well for different kinds of content, different sources of social context, and different adaptation scenarios. If the approach indeed delivered robust results, we could generalize its applicability to a wide range of adaptive applications.
Since an online survey might not convey the experience of a real interaction and thus affect the ratings of the users, we also performed a live study. The experiments in this study involved two different applications that were also presented in the online survey. The live experiments were designed identically to the online surveys, but involved real user interactions.
All in all, the online survey was aimed to gather as much data as possible, involving online users. The live study was aimed to complement the online survey, supporting the results collected online by the evaluations of users during a real interaction. The studies were performed in compliance with the ethical guidelines set by Augsburg University. Below we describe both studies in detail and present the obtained results.
Prototypes employed for the studies
The first prototype, Friend Finder (FF), represents a public display supporting social networking [33] . Once a user comes closer, the large display shows the user's social network overlaid over a local map, depicting the status and locations of friends (see Figure 2 left ). By selecting individual friends via their mobile phone users are able to display a route to the selected friend. The second prototype, Media Wall (MW), supports media exchange within a community [33] . It displays a gallery of private media items (pictures or videos) when a user approaches. Then the user, for example, can browse or rank the items via his mobile phone (see Figure 2 right ). The third prototype, Travel Planner (TP), helps students arrange low-budget trips around Europe. By browsing the map on the large display map via their mobile phone, users can retrieve information on the cities and the estimated cost of a visit (see Figure 3 left ). Apart from this neutral information, the application also is able to consider private budget-related data, if the user is logged in. In the budgetaware mode, the pop-up information is directly linked to the user's budget and shows whether the estimated costs are within budget. The fourth prototype, Shopping Mall display (SMD), aims at supporting customers of a shopping mall in finding products of their interests and the corresponding shops (see Figure 3 right) by displaying personalized information when a user approaches. All four applications require mechanisms for deciding how to respond to trust-critical events, such as a passer-by approaching the display. Since all applications may disclose private information, such as a user's social network (FF) (see Figure 4 left), personal preferences (MW and SMD) or budget limitations (TP), they should be able to appropriately adapt to the surrounding social context in order to avoid potential privacy threats. Potential protection mechanisms include the migration of personal data from the public display to the user's mobile device, the hiding or masking of personal information (see Figure 4 middle) as well as offering these actions to the users via their mobile phones (see Figure 4 right). The corresponding scenarios in which users interact with a display while others pass or join will be in the following summarized under the common term "Spectator Scenario".
Besides people quickly passing the public display without taking notice of its content and people that may stop and watch, people may even engage in an interaction as well. In this case, the system does not only have to protect private information against unwanted disclosure, it should also account for strategies to accommodate the data and input originating from multiple users [2] . For example, several users may interact with the Shopping Mall display in parallel to exploring product information ("Space Scenario"). To accommodate the needs of multiple users, the size of the space allocated to particular users may be dynamically adapted. Alternatively, data may migrate to the user's mobile device. On the one hand, these strategies enable the simultaneous exploitation of a public display by multiple users. On the other hand, users might get irritated by the unsolicited customization. As a consequence, the system has to carefully balance the benefits and drawbacks of each action in order to come up with an optimized solution.
In addition, three of the applications (FF, MW and SMD) utilize additional sensors, such as cameras, to also offer proxemic interaction [2] . The corresponding scenarios for these applications will in the following be summarized under the term "Proximity Scenario". Whenever a user approaches the display, information relevant to him or her could be proactively presented on the screen. As soon as the user leaves the display, this information could be immediately removed again. On the one hand this feature offers great comfort. On the other hand, it limits the user's control over the system and might also be considered as opaque. Therefore, whenever a user approaches or leaves, the system could ask the user for confirmation via the user's mobile phone. Again this is a situation in which a system has to find a tradeoff between comfort of use, transparency and controllability to maximize the user's trust. The high dynamics in public places make this task even more difficult.
Online survey
The online survey was aimed at capturing the users' subjective assessment of display reactions in situations with changing social context. To this end, participants were shown videos clips of the four prototypes.
For each prototype, we recorded several short videos demonstrating scenarios in which a specific situation was given, the social context changed, and the display conducted a possible reaction. For example, the "Spectator Scenario" of the Friend Finder showed a single user interacting with the display in a public area (see Figure 5 left). The display recognized the arrival of an unknown person (change in social context) and masked the user's social network automatically (reaction) (see Figure 5 middle). Another video illustrated the same situation and context change, but a different display reaction: Instead of masking the data automatically, the data were blurred and the user was presented with various options on his mobile phone (see Figure 5 right). Table 1 summarizes the recorded scenarios including possible situations which were represented by different settings of contextual variables, such as the social context and the privacy of the displayed content, and possible display reactions. Some scenarios were illustrated by different applications, in order to compare how people perceive the same All in all, four to six situations for each scenario (see Table 1 (Column 1-3)) and 22 situations in total were investigated. Considering two to four possible display reactions per situation (see Table 1 (Column 4)) this resulted in a total number of 68 recorded short videos. In order to reduce the time of the survey completion to about 10 minutes, we grouped the videos into six online surveys. Each survey contained about 8-12 videos. After an introductory page, the surveys provided a description of the used applications. Then, the user was confronted with the first scenario. The corresponding video illustrated the first situation and the first display reaction to the context change. After watching a video the user had to fill in a questionnaire. The questions aimed at capturing the participant's perception of the shown display reaction in terms of transparency, controllability, comfort of use, privacy, reliability, and trust. The questions represented statements which had to be ranked on a Likert scale from 1 ("absolutely disagree") to 5 ("absolutely agree"):
• Q1: I understood why the system was reacting in this way.
• Q2: I had control over the system.
• Q3: I found the system comfortable to use.
• Q4: The system protected my privacy in an appropriate way.
• Q5: I found the system reliable.
• Q6: I found the system trustworthy. http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6
After presenting all possible display reactions for a particular situation, the users were asked to rank their preferences for it. The preferences also had to be estimated as statements of a 5-Likert scale. The statements emphasized the context of the given scenario, such as the presence of others or the privacy of data. For instance, a statement for the scenario of Friend Finder where the user was interacting with the display in a public area looked liked this: "When I am watching my social network alone and a stranger approaches the display..."
• P1: I prefer to hide my data.
• P2: I prefer to mask my data.
• P3: I prefer no reaction from the display.
• P4: I prefer to be asked by my mobile phone.
Questions Q1-Q5 were aimed to collect empirical data to initialize the BN. Question Q6 was required to validate the network by checking whether the generated decisions matched the system action that created the highest user trust. Questions P1-P4 reflected subjective user preferences. In particular, we wanted to find out whether user preferences were in accord with the highest trust ratings and decisions generated by the BN. All in all, we collected evaluations of 85 online users and each video was seen by at least seven participants (Mean: 14). Supplying gender and age was not mandatory. The 73 users that provided demographic data included 24 women and 49 men. They were aged between 23 and 62 years, with an average age of 33.3 years.
Before using the data collected in these online studies for the initialization of the BN, we investigated whether the results of the online study were in line with the perception of users actually interacting with an adaptive system.
Live experiments
For the live experiments we picked two prototypes from the online studies that could be easily installed and tested in a university public area and that covered all scenarios related to privacy issues: Friend Finder and Travel Planner. The experiments were conducted individually in front of large displays that were installed in a university public area with a moderate circulation of researchers, students, and visitors. That is, the study participants were not just watching a video, but actively experiencing an application by interacting with it (see Figure 6) . In each application, the users were confronted with a variety of trustcritical situations, such as the approach of another person, while they were viewing private information. As in the online survey, the users had to assess potential system reactions to these events. Hence, the procedure and the questions used in the live study reproduced the web-based study as closely as possible to control for any unintended side effects. Both prototypes were tested between groups: Every participant evaluated either Friend The results of the live experiment generally matched the results obtained in the online study. Both experiments yielded similar distributions of user rankings of transparency, controllability, comfort of use, privacy and reliability. Moreover, we found similar distributions of trust and user preferences. Figure 7 shows the distributions of the user ratings for one particular situation in Friend Finder, namely the automated removal of data from a public display as soon as the user leaves. Most distributions are skewed to the right http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 reflecting positive user ratings both for the online and the live condition. Overall, the ratings in the online and in the live experiments show a similar trend. Similar observations could be made for the Travel Finder application.
Interestingly, the participants gave higher trust ratings in the live condition than in the online condition. For Friend Finder, a two-tailed t-test showed that the differences were significant with mean values of 3.66 (STD = 1.50) and 3.08 (STD = 1.27) in Friend Finder (t(238) = -2.46, p < 0.02) and mean values of 3.98 (STD = 0.84) and 3.14 (STD = 1.40) in Travel Planner (t(248) = 5.86, p < 0.001). Apparently, the fact that the participants had the chance to interact with the system had influenced their ratings positively. However, the important result for us was to see that apart from a few exceptions the ranking of system reactions in the online experiments was in line with that obtained in the live experiments. Independently of whether users had to evaluate the online or the live setting, participants preferred the same system reaction. In the case of Travel Planner, this system reaction got significantly higher rankings than any other system reaction in all four situations for the live condition and in three out of four situations in the online condition. For example, people preferred private information to be displayed on a mobile phone in the presence of other people. Accordingly, performing a two-tailed paired t-test, we found that "Show on Mobile Device" got significantly higher ratings than "Show on Display" with mean values of 3.44 and 1.44 in the online scenario (t(8) = -4.24, p < 0.01) and mean values of 4.75 and 1.95 in the live scenario (t(19) = -7.10, p < 0.001). This system reaction also got the highest trust value in both conditions (albeit not significant). Similar observations could be made for Friend Finder even though less distinct. Again participants preferred the same system reaction in both conditions. Apart from two cases, the system reactions the users trusted most in the live setting matched the system reactions the users trusted most in the online setting. Overall, the results indicate that the online study provides realistic input for the initialization of the BN despite a few discrepancies.
Results and discussion
Initialization and validation of the Bayesian network
As the next step, the BN was populated with the empirically obtained data. For the creation of conditional probability tables, we employed the GeNIe (see http://genie.sis.pitt. edu) built-in algorithm for learning Bayesian Networks.
Overall, we constructed four different networks from the data received in the online studies, one for each row in Table 1 , with the first two rows being combined into one network. While the basic structure was shared by all networks and was similar to the example network shown in Figure 1 , each had different context nodes and possible adaptations, based on the respective scenario. For example, the first of the Spectator scenarios required one context node with two contexts and another one with three, as well as four different system reactions in the decision node. On the other hand, the second Spectator scenario required two context nodes with two contexts each and only two system reactions.
The quantitative data obtained in the evaluations enabled us to derive distributions for each trust dimension related to each contextual combination. For each trust dimension, we modeled the probability distribution for all combinations of context and display reaction in the BN after the data taken from both studies. The probability distributions for other node combinations were derived from the study described in Section 'Modeling user trust through trust dimensions'. In particular, dependency information from the earlier study was used to model (1) the relationship between the trust dimensions and user trust and (2) the relationship between the user's trust disposition and user trust.
Since knowledge about the user's trust disposition is hard to acquire in an ubiquitous display environment, it does not make sense to assume detailed knowledge about the trust disposition of a particular user. Rather, we created user trust profiles from empirical data acquired in the population that was of relevance to our application domain. That is the reasoning process of the BN did not start from "hard" evidence, but from distributions for user trust disposition. These distributions reflect the trust disposition of our users. However, data for other user groups can be easily integrated into the BN by replacing the http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 corresponding distributions in the BN. An interesting resource to explore is the work by Westin who conducted a large number of studies to determine the percentage of people with certain levels of distrust or privacy concerns, see the paper by Kumaraguru and Cranor [34] for a survey of these studies. Figure 8 shows an example of probability distributions for Initial, Interaction-Based and User Trust for a selected system reaction, assuming a very low Trust Disposition (blue) in one case and a very high one (red) in the other. As can be seen, we chose to model the distributions with a (skewed) bell curve, with a bias towards the lower end of trust scale. The utility function from User Trust to Utility maps "very low" to 1, "low" to 2 and so on, resulting into an overall trust value of 2.03 for the very low Trust Disposition and 3.34 for the very high one.
Although we also asked for the users' preferred display reaction for each context combination as well as their trust in the display reaction presented for each such combination, it should be noted that this information was not used to model the networks. As mentioned above, we only used the users' rankings of the different trust dimensions for each combination of context and display reaction. Instead, the data on user trust ratings and user preferences was used to validate the decisions generated by the BN. In this vein, we were able to check to what extent the relationship between trust and trust dimensions (see Section 'Modeling user trust through trust dimensions') was application-independent. For the validation of each created network, we generated decisions for all contextual combinations. These decisions were compared to the results from the user studies. In particular, we compared the decision obtained from the BN with the user's ratings of system actions and their own trust.
The contextual combinations were set by entering appropriate evidence into the matching context nodes. For example, for a specific situation in the Proximity scenario, the evidence would be set to "Privacy of Data → Private", "Movement → Arriving" and "Others Present → Yes". We only used "hard" evidence at this point, i.e. the corresponding values were set to 100%. For each of these combinations, the display reaction with the highest utility rating (which was directly based on the computed value of User Trust) was chosen as the system's decision.
First, we compared these generated reactions with those preferred by the participants in the studies. For each context combination, we selected the display reaction that received the highest average score in the surveys. When comparing the display reactions preferred by the users with those generated by the respective network, we found that they matched in 21 out of the 22 situations (95.45%). Second, we compared the generated These results show that the BN delivers good accuracy in the generated decisions. As an example from the results, let us take a look at the BN for the first Spectator scenario (the third row in Table 1 ) and its eight context combinations. Table 2 shows the different situations along with the respective display reactions which received the highest trust from the study participants. As mentioned above, these reactions matched those generated by the BN. For the preferred reactions, there was one mismatch. For the first situation (Data is private, Spectator is Friend), the study participants indicated a preference for "Hide private data" (even though they gave "Ask via mobile device" the highest trust value). Thus, the participants' trust ratings were in line with those determined by the BN while the favored reactions of the participants and the most appropriate reactions determined by the BN differed. It is worth mentioning that only two out of four possible system reactions for this scenario were among those favored (both preference-and trust-wise) by the study participants. As another, more diverse example, Table 3 shows the results for the Proximity scenario (the first two rows in Table 1 ).
However, this form of validation only validated our model within the same population and also the generated decisions were compared to average and not individual preferences. Thus we were also interested in how its generated decisions matched with the preferences of "new" and individual users. Therefore we also performed a leaveone-person-out cross-validation of our networks: For each network, we performed n validations, where n is the number of users that participated in the respective study for the scenario(s) in that network. In each of the n validations, the network was initialized with the data from (n -1) users and then validated with the missing user. The final result for each network was the average of all n validations. The comparison of user preferences with the adaptations generated by the networks now resulted in 15.84 out of 22 matching situations (72.00%). The comparison with the highesttrust adaptations now matched in 17.26 out of 22 (78.45%). These results are in line with the percentages of study participants who individually preferred the system reaction which received the highest average score, 78.80% for preference and 82.58% for trust.
Finally, we were also interested in how the approach would perform in non-ideal situations, thus leveraging the BN's strength of decision-making under uncertainty. To test whether it still would be able to generate appropriate decisions in such situations, we simulated the following two problems (again using the leave-one-person-out cross-validation for all networks, as described above): • No empirical data for certain context combinations: Especially for complex applications with many different contexts and system reactions, performing studies to obtain empirical data for each single situation might not be feasible. If a certain context combination (such as the transparency of a system action in a given situation) can not be initialized with empirical data, another solution, such as a uniform distribution, has to be chosen. Figure 9 shows the matching rates for trust and preference for an increasing number of uninitialized context combinations, using a uniform distribution when necessary.
• No context data for certain situations: If it is not possible to determine the context for a certain situation (e.g. the face-tracking sensor is not providing any data and thus the system cannot determine whether the user is alone or not) then only insufficient evidence can be entered into the network which will of course impact on the decision-making process. Figure 10 shows the matching rates for trust and preference for an increasing number of context nodes without evidence, using a uniform distribution instead of concrete evidence when necessary.
It is important to emphasize that a solution that results into the highest user trust is not necessarily the solution that the user actually prefers the most. The results of our online and live study support this fact: distributions of user preferences did not always reflect distributions of trust. From the comments of the live study participants, we found that the feeling of trust often depends on the person's ability to explain the system reaction and agree with it. For example, when a person comes closer to the display, it seems logical and expected that the display does not show any reaction. We learn this behavior from everyday life: Fixtures, even electronic ones, usually do not react. Apparently, the option "Do nothing" therefore received highest trust rankings. However, the most understandable reaction might not be the most preferred or the most convenient one. Here, the more creative (but less predictable) reactions were favored. For example, the users found it smart and convenient that the display noticed them and proposed via a mobile device to show their data on the large screen. Thus, the "Ask via mobile device" option was chosen as a preference.
Conclusion
The ability of ubiquitous display environments to dynamically adapt to changing social contexts comes with a lot of benefits. At the same time, it raises issues with user trust. In this paper we delineated a decision-theoretic mechanism to trust management based on Bayesian Networks that assesses user trust through trust dimensions, monitors it during the interaction and chooses appropriate measures to ensure user trust in critical situations. Using empirical data collected in online and live experiments, we demonstrated how the network was initialized and cross-validated. The evaluation revealed that the approach succeeded in determining system actions that obtained the highest value for trustworthiness from users. An interesting result obtained by the empirical validation of the Bayesian Network was the mismatch between the system reactions users preferred most and the system reactions resulting in the highest amount of user trust. A creative solution is more likely to impress users. At the same time, a surprising system response may have a negative impact on user trust. Future work should aim at gaining a deeper insight into this question, investigating which factor -trust or subjective preferencedrives the user's ultimate choice of a system reaction. One limitation of our live studies is the homogeneity of the participants, since most of them were rather young students from the engineering sciences. Also, all interactive prototypes were deployed in a university setting. While we already reached a larger demographic variety with our online http://www.journaloftrustmanagement.com/content/1/1/6 studies, future work should also extend the live studies in a similar fashion. So far, we do not exploit any knowledge about user-specific attitudes during the selection of system actions. Depending on their trust disposition, users might, however, favor different system responses. For example, users that tend to distrust technical systems might give more importance to a high level of control than to a high level of comfort. In our future work, we will investigate how to improve the accuracy of the user trust model by incorporating knowledge about user-specific attitudes. A promising approach might be to distinguish between different categories of users, such as privacy fundamentalists, pragmatics and unconcerned users, following Westin's privacy indices [34] .
Unlike most earlier work, we focused on the challenge of modeling experience-based user trust. Since experience-based user trust refers to a psychological user state, it is hard to measure directly. The approach presented in the paper was based on the assumption that user trust may be assessed through trust dimensions that refer to trust-enhancing system properties. While the estimation based on trust dimensions gave promising results, more complex scenarios might require the consideration of additional trust indicators. For our future work, we plan two extensions. First of all, we aim to derive user trust not only from its causes, i.e. system properties, but also from its effects, i.e. observable user behaviors. In our earlier work [35] , we investigated various physiological patterns as an indicator of trust felt by a user when viewing web pages. As a next step, we will concentrate on the identification of behavioral factors from which experience-based user trust might be derived in ubiquitous display environments, such as the time spent in front of a public display or the number of downloads. Secondly, we intend to extend the Bayesian Network to a Dynamic Bayesian Network in order to consider how user trust felt at a particular point in time depends on user trust experienced at an earlier point in time. While we presented the topology of such a network in [26] , it has not yet been grounded and evaluated by user data.
